Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let (p and y be bounded linear functionals on M. We then have the norm inequality l^ + Vll^ WI + lVll-On the other hand, it is well-known that if (p and if/ are positive, then ||<p + y|| HW + MIIn general, however, such an equality does not necessarily holds if both <p and iff are not positive. The purpose of this paper is to investigate when the norm equality ||9 + vll HMI + W holds for given normal linear functionals <p and y. Then the fact to play an essential role is the following:
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Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let (p and y be bounded linear functionals on M. We then have the norm inequality l^ + Vll^ WI + lVll-On the other hand, it is well-known that if (p and if/ are positive, then ||<p + y|| HW + MIIn general, however, such an equality does not necessarily holds if both <p and iff are not positive. The purpose of this paper is to investigate when the norm equality ||9 + vll HMI + W holds for given normal linear functionals <p and y. In connection with this fact, we may expect that the set of those elements ;c, in the unit ball of M, with (p(x) = \\(p\\ has nice information on norms and absolute values of normal linear functionals on M. In fact, by employing such a set, we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for a pair of normal linear functionals cp and iff to satisfy that ||<p + V / ll = ll<Pll + IIVll or tnat I<P +Vl-l<Pl + IVl (Theorem 2.1). §2. Results
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let (p be a normal linear functional on M. By the polar decomposition of cp, we mean the following expression: 
Proof. We first show that M 9 c\M^ cz M^^ . Without loss of generality, we can assume that M^ n M ¥ is not empty. Hence we conclude that \\cp\\ = SR<p(jc) and ||^|| = 9t^(^). This and the inequality (**) show that 3<p(jt) = 0, i.e., \\cp\\ = cp(x). Similarly we obtain that \\\i/\\ = \if(x).
We thus see that x e M^ n M^ . (1) (p and iff are orthogonal.
(2) M^ n M_ ¥ is not empty.
